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Un Lattices, Construction B, and AGM Iterations
PATRICK SOLE´ AND PIERRE LOYER
The quadratic and cubic arithmetic geometric means (AGMs) are known to be parametrized by
Jacobian and bidimensional theta series respectively. We suggest an approach based on codes of
length L over an alphabet of size s to parametrize the general AGM of order L and parameter s.
This is possible given the existence of number fields and quaternion algebras equipped with suitable
quadratic forms. Expressions for theta series of lattices over the Gauss, Eisenstein and Hurwitz integers
using Hamming weight enumerators of, respectively, binary, ternary and quaternary codes are derived.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Following [3] we introduce the arithmetic geometric mean (AGM) iteration of order L and
parameter s for any integers s; L  2 by the formulae
anC1 D an C .s − 1/bn
s
(1)
cnC1 D an − bn
s
(2)
bLnC1 D aLnC1 − cLnC1: (3)
In particular for L D s D 2, removing cn between (2) and (3) these equations reduce to the
classical AGM of Gauss and Legendre:
anC1 D an C bn2 (4)
bnC1 D
p
anbn : (5)
For a number of reasons [2–4] it is of interest to parametrize the AGM in the sense of having
three functions a; b; c of the variable q satisfying
a.q N / D a.q/C .s − 1/b.q/
s
(6)
c.q N / D a.q/− b.q/
s
(7)
b.q/L D a.q/L − c.q/L ; (8)
for some integer N . For L D s D 2 one can take, following Gauss and Legendre,
a.q/ D 3.q/2 (9)
b.q/ D 4.q/2 (10)
c.q/ D 2.q/2; (11)
where the i are the classical Jacobian theta functions to be redefined below (see Equa-
tions (32)–(34)). Equation (8) in this case becomes
3.q/4 D 2.q/4 C 4.q/4:
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This is the celebrated Jacobi identity [3] which also occurs in recent work on the moonshine [9,
Introduction, p. 28]. The case L D 4, s D 2 is also treated in [2] as the ‘quartic AGM’ and
admits the even simpler solution
a.q/ D 3.q/ (12)
b.q/ D 4.q/ (13)
c.q/ D 2.q/: (14)
For L D s D 3 it was shown recently that certain bidimensional theta series of a type known to
Ramanujan could be used to this end [3, 4]. An interpretation in the context of vertex operator
algebras can also be found [12]. The case L D 2, s D 4 is also treated in [3] using more
complicated theta series.
Seeing Equations (1) and (2) a coding theorist cannot but be struck by the similarity with the
linear substitution occurring in the MacWilliams formula for s-ary codes. We propose here a
scheme which explains this analogy, stemming from the use of group characters, by employing
codes of length L over an alphabet of size s viewed as a residue class ring in a number field
or quaternion algebra. We rederive in that way all the previously mentioned known examples.
As a by-product, we give a formula for the theta series of a lattice obtained from a code with
known weight enumerator via construction Bc.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
2.1. Scheme of proof. By a code of length L over a ring A we shall mean an A-submodule
of AL . The ring A will be referred to as the alphabet. The repetition code of length L denoted
here by RL is the A-module generated by the all-one vector of length L , and the parity-check
code PL its dual w.r.t. the standard dot product of AL .
Let K denote a number field (resp. a quaternion algebra), R its ring of integers (resp. a
maximal order),  2 R (not necessarily prime). We shall assume that R is equipped with a
real quadratic form Q.x/ satisfying the two properties:
(i) R is discrete with respect to the induced topology
(ii) there is an integer N > 0, such that
8x 2 R; Q.x/ D N Q.x/:
The first condition is needed to define the (formal) theta series later (Equations (15)–(17)). The
second condition is easily satisfied when K is quadratic imaginary and Q is the usual norm.
Let A denote the residue class ring R=./, assumed of size s. We shall denote by UL the
R-lattice given by the code formula
UL :D 1

.RL C  PL C 2 RL/:
This general construction of unimodular lattices was introduced by Martinet [13, 14] and com-
prises lattices such as E8, 316, K12 and the Leech to name a few. More generally, we consider
the construction Bc which associates with an A code D of length L an R-lattice B.D/ by
the code formula
B.D/ :D 1

.D C  PL C 2 RL/:
We tacitly assume that the B code D C  PL is additive. This construction was introduced
for number fields by Sloane [15] and seems to be new for quaternion algebras. We introduce
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the theta series
a.q/ D
X
x2R
q Q.x/ (15)
b.q/ D
X
x2R
.x mod /q Q.x/ (16)
c.q/ D
X
x2RC 1

q Q.x/; (17)
where  denotes any nontrivial additive character of A . More generally, we extend compo-
nentwise the quadratic form Q on RL namely
Q..x1; : : : ; xL// D
LX
iD1
Q.xi /;
and define the theta function for any subset S of RL by
S.q/ D
X
x2S
q Q.x/:
We shall say that two R-lattices are isometric iff they are related by a transformation of
GL.L ; R/ which preserves Q. We shall say that .K ; / is an L–s pair if the three following
conditions are satisfied
1. The s − 1 nontrivial cosets of R have the same theta function.
2. The s.s − 1/ cosets of 2 R that are nontrivial mod  have the same theta function.
3. UL is isometric to RL .
Note that Condition 2 entails Condition 1. We are now in a position to state the main result
of this article.
THEOREM 1. If .K ; / is an L–s pair, then the triple .a; b; c/ parametrizes the AGM of
order L and parameter s.
We split the proof into two parts. Relations (6) and (7) are equivalent to the following
LEMMA 1. If .K ; / is an L–s pair, then
a.q/ D a.q N /C .s − 1/c.q N / (18)
b.q/ D a.q N /− c.q N /: (19)
PROOF. Both relations come from the decomposition of R into cosets of R, and from
the first condition of an L–s pair and the first condition on Q. For Equation (19) use the
orthogonality of group characters X
x2A ;x 6D0
.x/ D −.0/ D −1:
2
We need to derive the theta function of UL .
LEMMA 2. If .K ; / is an L–s pair, then
UL .q/ D
1
s
.a.q N /L C .s − 1/[b.q N /L C c.q N /L ]/
The proof is postponed until the next subsection. Then (8) is proved by using the isometry
between RL and UL to write
UL .q/ D a.q N /L :
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2.2. Theta series for construction Bc. The approach is the same as that for the ternary codes
in [18]. One first uses the second condition to define a trivariate weight enumerator for
codes over the alphabet B :D R=.2/ which is useful in enumerating the lattice constructed
therefrom. We partition B , i.e. the cosets of 2 R in R, into three parts
S0 D f2 Rg (20)
S1 D f2 R C aj ja; a 6D 0g (21)
and S2 the remaining cosets. Denoting by ti the theta series for a coset in Si we obtain
immediately by the first condition
t0.q/ D a.q N 2/ (22)
t0.q/C .s − 1/t1.q/ D a.q N / (23)
and by the second condition
s.s − 1/t2.q/ D .s − 1/c.q N /;
whence the values for
t0.q/− t1.q/ D b.q N / (24)
t1.q/ D c.q N 2/ (25)
follow. For a vector c of Bn we denote by ni .c/ the number of coordinates that fall into a
coset belonging to Si . For a code C of length n over B we introduce the Hermitian weight
enumerator
HC .x; y; z/ D
X
c2C
xn0.c/yn1.c/zn2.c/:
We define the lattice AR.C/ as the union of all translates of 2 Rn by vectors of C . We can
state the fundamental
LEMMA 3.
AR.C/ D HC .t0; t1; t2/
PROOF. The idea is essentially the same as in the proof of [6, Chapter 7, Theorem 3]. 2
Observing that the general construction Bc is a special case of AR for which C D DC PL
we are left to find an expression for HC as a function of the Hamming weight enumerator
of D
WD.x; y/ :D
X
d2D
x L−w.d/yw.d/;
where w.d/ counts the number of nonzero coordinates in d. A trivial but crucial example is
WRL .x; y/ D x L C .s − 1/yL :
LEMMA 4. If D denotes a code of length L over A and C D D C  PL , we have
HC .x; y; z/ D 1
s
.WD.x C .s − 1/y; sz/C .s − 1/.x − y/L/:
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To prepare for the proof we introduce the joint weight enumerator of two A codes D1; D2
as the polynomial in the s2 variables xk;l :
JD1;D2 :D
X
.c1;c2/2D1:D2
Y
k;l2A
x
nk;l .c1;c2/
k;l ;
where nk;l.c1; c2/ counts the number of patterns k; l in an (ordered) pair of codewords .c1; c2/
written one above the other. It will be convenient to define the complete weight enumerator
cweD of an A code D by the formula
cweD :D
X
c2D
Y
k2A
x
Nk .c/
k ;
where Nk.c/ stands for the number of j such that c j D k.
PROOF. Observe first that
JD;AL D cweD.x0; : : : ; xi ; : : : /;
with the substitution
xi D
X
k2A
xi;k :
With every additive character  of A we associate an homomorphism A of the ring of
polynomials in the xi j ’s and such that
A xi j D  . j/xi j ;
for all i; j 2 A . In a more abstract sense, one can say that this morphism describes the action
of the additive group of A on that polynomial ring. From the orthogonality of charactersX
j2A
 . j/ D s1; ;
we see that
JD;PL D
1
s
X
 2A
A JD;AL :
To recover the Hermitian weight enumerator HC from the joint weight enumerator JD;PL we
perform the following substitutions
x0;0 D x (26)
8 j 6D 0 x0; j D y (27)
8i; j 6D 0 xi; j D z: (28)
The Hamming weight enumerator appears because of its relation with the complete weight
enumerator.
WD.x C .s − 1/y; sz/ D cweD.x C .s − 1/y; sz; : : : ; sz; : : : /:
The result follows by discussing the triviality of  and by using the orthogonality of characters
to compute the coefficient of z. Note that, by linearity, D 3 0 so that WD.x− y; 0/ D .x− y/L ,
the contribution of the s − 1 nontrivial characters, while the trivial character contributes the
term in WD . 2
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We can state a result of independent interest for the theory of lattices. We assume that the
obvious linearity conditions on the code for the constructed sphere packing to be an additive
group, therefore a lattice are satisfied. The normalization, different from that of [6, p. 198], is
chosen in such a way that UL lattices have determinant one.
THEOREM 2. Let .K ; / denote an L–s pair . Let D be a code with weight enumerator WD
over the alphabet A . Denote by B.D/ the lattice obtained by construction Bc and normalized
by  . The theta series of these lattices are
B.D/.q/ D 1
s
.WD.a.q/; c.q//C .s − 1/b.q/L/:
PROOF. Combine Lemmas 3 and 4 along with Equations (23)–(25) to derive the statement.
2
The proof of Lemma 2 follows by applying Theorem 2, second statement, to the repetition
code RL , and the lattice UL .
3. NUMBER FIELDS
The strategy is to check the first two conditions by noticing that multiplication by a unit of
the ring R preserves in these special cases the quadratic form Q. The sets Si appear as orbits
of cosets of R under multiplication or conjugation by the units. The third condition is then
checked by exhibiting a suitable (complex) Hadamard matrix.
3.1. L D s D 2 and ordinary integers. Let K D Q; R D Z the ordinary integers,  D 2.
The similarity between U2 and Z2 is easily proved by using the Hadamard matrix
1 1
1 −1

:
The parametrizing functions are the three classical Jacobian theta functions
a.q/ D
X
x2Z
qx
2 D: 3.q/ (29)
b.q/ D 3.−q/ D: 4.q/ (30)
c.q/ D
X
x2ZC1=2
qx
2 D: 2.q/: (31)
The four cosets of Z=4Z merge as follows under the action of the two units 1
S0 D f4Zg (32)
S1 D f4Z C 2g (33)
S2 D f4Z  1g: (34)
Since s D 4, we obtain
a.q4/ D a.q/C b.q/
2
(35)
c.q4/ D a.q/− b.q/
2
(36)
b.q/2 D a.q/2 − c.q/2: (37)
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3.2. L D 4; s D 2 and ordinary integers. This is the case of the quartic AGM (see
[3, pp. 17, 51, 254]). With the same setting as in the preceding subsection we consider the
Hadamard matrix 2664
1 1 1 1
1 −1 1 −1
1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1 1
3775
which gives an isometry between DC4 D U4 and Z4. With the same three Jacobian theta
functions we obtain the parametrization
a.q4/ D a.q/C b.q/
2
(38)
c.q4/ D a.q/− b.q/
2
(39)
b.q/4 D a.q/4 − c.q/4: (40)
3.3. L D s D 2 and Gaussian integers. Let K D Q.i/; R D G :D Z [i] the so-called Gaussian
integers,  D 1C i , a prime of norm 2. Then it is easy to see that R is a Z -lattice equal to
D2. Furthermore the residue class field R=./ is F2. The coset R C 1= is .Z C 1=2/2. The
choice of a nontrivial character is very restrained! The parametrizing functions are
a.q/ D
X
x;y2Z
qx
2Cy2 D 3.q/2 (41)
b.q/ D
X
x;y2Z
.−1/xCyqx2Cy2 D 4.q/2 (42)
c.q/ D
X
x;y2ZC1=2
qx
2Cy2 D 2.q/2: (43)
The isometry between U2 and G2 is easily proved by using the (complex) Hadamard matrix
1 i
1 −i

:
Besides 2 D 2i , and .2/ D .2/. The four cosets of G=2G merge as follows under the
action of the 4 units 1;i
S0 D f2Gg (44)
S1 D f2G C .1C i/g (45)
S2 D f2G C 1; 2G C ig: (46)
The following theorem, obtained by specializing Theorem 2, seems to be new.
THEOREM 3. Let D be a binary code of length L with weight enumerator WD . Denote by
B.D/ the Gaussian lattice obtained by construction Bc and normalized by 1 C i . The theta
series of this lattice is
B.D/.q/ D 12 .WD.3.q/2; 2.q/2/C 4.q/2L/:
For instance the lattice E8 is obtained as a Gaussian lattice in [8, p. 1169].
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3.4. L D s D 3 and Eisenstein integers. Let K D Q.p−3/ and R D E :D Z [ j] the so-called
Eisenstein integers with j :D exp. 23 i/. We take  D
p−3, a prime of norm 3. The residue
class field is F3. The parametrizing functions are
a.q/ : D
X
m;n2Z
q jn−mj j
2 D
X
m;n2Z
qn
2CnmCm2
b.q/ : D
X
m;n2Z
jn−mq jn−mj j2 D
X
m;n2Z
jn−mqn2CnmCm2
c.q/ : D
X
n−mj2EC 1− j3
q jn−mj j
2 D
X
m;n2Z
q.nC1=3/
2C.nC1=3/.mC1=3/C.mC1=3/2 :
Under the action of the six units 1; j; j2 the cosets of E=3E merge as follows
S0 D f3Eg (47)
S1 D f3E  g (48)
S2 D f3E  1; 3E  j; 3E C j2g: (49)
Specializing Theorem 2 we obtain
THEOREM 4. Let D be a ternary code of length L with weight enumerator WD . Denote by
B.D/ the Eisenstein lattice obtained by construction Bc and normalized by
p−3. The theta
series of these lattices are, with the above notation
B.D/.q/ D 13 .WD.a.q/; c.q//C 2b.q/L/:
The expression for construction Ac is contained in [6, Chapter 7, Theorem 7]. The expression
for construction Bc seems to be absent from the literature. For instance U6 a.k.a. K12 is obtained
from construction Bc applied to R6 in [6, Chapter 7, Example 11c]. From there we obtain its
theta series
U6.q/ D
1
3
.a.q/6 C 2c.q/6 C 2b.q/6/:
4. QUATERNION ALGEBRAS
4.1. Hurwitz quaternions. The case of s D 4 and L D 2 was considered in [3, Theo-
rem 2.6(b)]. They showed that a parametrization of this iteration was
a.q/ D 3.q/4 C 2.q/4 (50)
b.q/ D 4.q/4 (51)
c.q/ D 22.q/23.q/2; (52)
in the sense that
a.q2/ D a.q/C 3b.q/
4
(53)
c.q2/ D a.q/− b.q/
4
(54)
b.q/2 D a.q/2 − c.q/2: (55)
We will give an interpretation using the Hurwitz quaternions
H D fa C bi C cj C dk j .a; b; c; d/ 2 Z4
[
.Z C 1=2/4g:
This maximal order of the algebra of rational quaternions plays the role of the ring of integers
in a number field. Considering the prime 1C i , it is well known [6, p. 53] that
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 .1Ci/H equipped with the quadratic form Q :D 2.a2Cb2Cc2Cd2/ is a four-dimensional
lattice isometric to D4;
 the quotient H=.1C i/ is F4;
 H equipped with the quadratic form Q is isometric to D4 .
With this notation it is easy to re-write Equations (53)–(55) to fit the pattern of Equations (15)–
(17) by letting q 0 :D q 12 .
a.q/ D
X
x2H
q Q.x/ D 3.q/4 C 2.q/4 D D4.q 0/ (56)
b.q/ D
X
x2H
.x mod 1C i/q 0Q.x/ D
X
.−1/aCbCcCdqa2Cb2Cc2Cd2 (57)
c.q/ D
X
x2HC 11Ci
q Q.x/ D 1
2
.43 .q
0/− 44 .q 0//; (58)
The first equation comes from [6, p. 119; Equation (92)], the last equation coming from [6,
p. 104; Equation (26)] and [6, p. 118; Equation (89)]. The first condition is equivalent to
the fact that the three nontrivial cosets of D4 in D4 have the same theta function [6, p. 119].
Under the action of the icosian units acting by multiplication the cosets mod 2 which are trivial
mod 1C i merge as
2HC 1C i; 2HC 1C j; 2HC 1C k:
Indeed
1C j
1C i D
1
2
.1− i C j − k/;
a unit in H. Letting the units act now by conjugation as well (see [6, Equations (73), (74),
pp. 54–5]) we obtain the remaining 12 cosets in the form 2H C a with the representative a
one of
1; i; j; k; 12 .1 i  j  k/:
For more details see [10] and [11, p. 38]. Specializing Theorem 2 we obtain the new result:
THEOREM 5. Let D be a quaternary code of length L with weight enumerator WD . Denote
by B.D/ the Hurwitzian lattice obtained by construction Bc and normalized by 1C i . The theta
series of this lattice is, with the above notation,
B.D/.q/ D 14 .WD.a.q2/; c.q2//C 3b.q2/L/:
For instance the Barnes–Wall lattice 316 is obtained by construction Bc applied to R4 [13, 14]
or, in other words, U4.
5. OPEN PROBLEMS
Characterizing all L–s pairs seems to be a difficult number theoretic problem. Applying the
results of Section 4 to the Hurwitzian lattices of [1] should lead to new identities for theta
series. The simple Lemma 3 should provide an incentive to study codes over rings of the
type B . The ring Z=4Z has been studied in [5] yielding a new construction of the Leech
lattice. The ring H=.2/ has been studied in [1] with especially nice results in dimension 32.
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